BY PHYLLIS WAITE

TO
GIVE
IS TO
GAIN

Practice Continuity:
Managing in Tough Times
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Trust, clarity, and a desire to be accountable for producing
results create self-directed work teams. This cannot be accomplished
unless every team member becomes a committed, self-directed
team member. A team can only be as strong as its weakest link.
Explore the five stages of becoming a truly self-directed
work team. Where are you? Where do you want to be?

STAGE I – No Clear Goals or Objectives
Doctor’s viewpoint is different than those of the staff;
inconsistent policies and protocols cause confusion;
people do not feel recognized or valued.

STAGE II – Goals and Objectives Belong
Only to Doctor
People are working hard but goals are not met; interpersonal
disputes persist; negativism may occur; people do not feel
recognized or valued. Subtle sabotage may occur. Staff
say they will but are inconsistent or don’t.

STAGE III – Roles Need Clarification
Staff are beginning to know their roles and feel secure;
everyone is striving to support patients and compliment
the team; staff are accepting, non-judgmental, and use
individual strengths to create productivity and a spirit of
togetherness; relationships are improving; feelings of
partnership are emerging; communication is easy.

STAGE IV – Team is Unified and Desires
Clear Goals and Objectives
Skills are mastered; team shows enthusiasm about progress;
trust and respect emerge; “helping each other” is understood
to benefit patients and to move toward shared goals; pride of
association is emerging.

STAGE V –Team Shares Goals and Monitors Results
Team consistently performs as self-directed; team believes
goals are fair and reasonable; open communication is the
norm; team owns the result; team routinely resolves what
went wrong versus determining who did it; each person
has an action plan; rewards are a product of meeting goals;
rewards are earned based on specific areas of responsibility;
all team members are rewarded for gross production goals;
advanced training is valued as a tangible reward.
Accomplished STAGE V Team Members know they make
a difference! They are clear as to what they GIVE to the team
and patients; and they understand how they contribute to meeting
goals. Tenured staff earning top wages seek to create extraordinary
ways to earn based on measurable results. They are a positive

Even the Best Laid Plans…
Even if we can catch things much earlier with network
monitoring, stuff beyond our control can still happen. What
if there’s a true disaster (fire, flood, theft) and your entire
network is destroyed?
I’ve just developed a complete paradigm shift in how I
approach data backup and protection. Let’s look at a typical
scenario. An office has a dedicated server and perhaps 8-10
computers throughout. The office backs up nightly to an external
hard drive or tape and that device is removed from the office
every evening and taken offsite. So, if anything ever happens to
the office server, you’re protected, right? As I’ve found out over
the past few years, the answer is usually no. The problem isn’t
that your data is offsite and protected because you’ve got that
covered. The problem is how long it takes to recover from a
disaster. If someone accidentally deletes a file or your practice
management data becomes corrupted, that’s easy; you just
restore the missing or corrupted file from your backup. You’re
still able to run the practice with no downtime. But, what if
something happens to your server or main computer to make
it non-operational? Motherboards can get destroyed by power
surges. Servers can be stolen or ruined by fire or flood. If you
don’t have a server that is running, what do you do with the
backup? That’s the real problem that had me worried for a
long time: how long would it take for a support technician to
get an office back up and running if the server were gone?
Unfortunately, I found out the hard way with a few of
our clients that the answer is: too long. The fastest we were
able to get an office up and running was 24 hours and that
was because they were able to go out and purchase a brand
new server locally. The other offices averaged 48-72 hours,
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MEETING PLACE
Pacific Northwest Dental
Conference

SERVICESAVVY
“Do You Accept My Insurance?”
How does your office answer this question? If you answer
“yes,” do you mean you are an in-network provider or do
you mean you will bill the patient’s insurance?
Insurance is a contract between the consumer and the
insurance carrier. However, we’re hearing of more legal
cases where dental offices are being held accountable for
how this question is answered. The consumer should have a
clear understanding of their insurance policy but we suggest
you not take it for granted. It’s in both parties’ best interest
to communicate what the insurance policy is estimated to
cover and to be clear that any coverage you are discussing is
an estimate and any services not covered by their insurance is
their responsibility. We also suggest explaining the difference
between in-network and out-of-network and how it affects
the patient portion for the services you are providing.
Open communication is key to avoiding frustration.
For more information about Trojan’s Collection Services,
please call 800-248-2964.
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TO GIVE IS TO GAIN
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influence in the practice. They GIVE a consistent spirit of
commitment and enthusiasm to create abundant gains.
Remember, your personal success is not based on what
you want. It is based on what you choose. Be courageous
and don’t hesitate to ask for support. Long lasting success
is a journey, not a destination.

Phyllis Waite is a Management/Leadership Coach committed
to building successful dental practices. FMI about on-site and
tele-coaching: 714-563-0603 or www.phylliswaite.com.

Trojan’s mission is to employ exceptional
people, give superior service, and provide a
positive work environment.
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